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Comparing Option Pricing Methods in q

Abstract
We use kdb+ and the q language to compare the use of Monte Carlo (MC) and Quasi-
Monte Carlo (QMC) methods for pricing options. Low-discrepancy Sobol’ sequenc-
es are used to price European and Asian options, using both incremental discretiza-
tion and Brownian bridge construction. Results are compared to the deterministic 
Black–Scholes price for each option type. Analysis was carried out using the time-
series database, kdb+, from Kx. Kdb+ is a hybrid on-disk and in-memory columnar 
database, optimized for the ingestion, storage, and analysis of huge amounts of struc-
tured data. Kx software is widely used in the financial industry, for streaming, real-
time, and historical analysis of market data. Our code makes use of the efficient and 
concise nature of the q language, to mirror the results of Kucherenko and Shah [1].
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Black–Scholes
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a tool commonly used in the valuation of complex 
financial instruments because of the lack of analytical solutions for most financial 
models. The most common model used to calculate the price of options is Black–
Scholes, where the formula for each market is derived from the Black–Scholes equa-
tion [2]. In this paper, we look specifically at the Black–Scholes models for European 
and geometric average Asian call options. The standard Black–Scholes model for 
European options assumes a payoff based on the underlying price at exercise. The 
modified model for geometric average Asian options [3] assumes a payoff based on 
the average underlying price over a predefined time period. In each case, the Black–
Scholes model produces a closed-form solution with a deterministic result.

For European call options, the price of the corresponding option at time t, P(St, t), 
is given by:
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We show how Markovian projection, together with some clever parameter freezing,
can be used to reduce a full-fledged local volatility interest rate model – such as the
Cheyette model – to a “minimal” form in which the swap rate evolves essentially like
a dividend-paying stock. Using a number of numerical examples, we compare such
a minimal “poor man’s” model to a full-fledged Cheyette local volatility model and
the market benchmark Hull–White one-factor model. Numerical tests demonstrate
that the “poor man’s” model is in fact sufficient to price Bermudan interest rate
swaptions. The main practical implication of this finding is that – once local
volatility, dividend, and short rate parameters are properly stripped from the
volatility surface and interest rate curve – one can readily use the widely popular
equity derivatives software for pricing exotic interest rate options such as
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1 Introduction and motivation
Pricing interest rate derivatives – especially of the more exotic type – is often seen as
more complicated than pricing derivatives on equity or commodity underlyings.
After all, the latter deal with “tangible,” self-contained assets. In contrast, in interest
rate derivatives the underlyings are often not even, strictly speaking, proper assets
(one cannot “buy” or “sell” an interest rate), and exist only as different bits of a
general collection – i.e. the term structure or yield curve –making the conceptual
challenge and computational effort considerably greater. This is perhaps most
clearly seen in the case of products with path dependence or early exercise features,
such as American or Bermudan options.
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While a standard European option gives the right – but no obligation – to

purchase a given underlying instrument at expiration for a pre-agreed price,
American options allow buyers to exercise their right at any time before expiration.
Similarly, Bermudans offer the possibility to exercise on any one of a specified set of
dates before maturity. For a typical equity underlying, an American-style option
gives the owner the right – but no obligation – to buy the underlying at a pre-agreed
price at any time before expiration. Although there is no analytical solution for the
price of an American equity option, the multiple-exercise feature can in fact be
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Here, T is the expiry, St is the price of the underlying asset at time t, K is the strike 
price of the option, 𝜎 is the volatility, and r is the interest rate. Note that the price is 
discounted by the dividends q throughout [4].

For geometric average Asian call options, we implement the same formula, using 
an adjusted St, 𝜎2, and drift rate 𝜇:
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Here, n is the number of timesteps.

Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo simulations
Despite the need within the financial industry to price complex financial instru-
ments, there is a lack of analytical solutions to do so. MC methods are used within 
the financial industry [5] to mimic the uncertainty associated with the underlying 
price of an instrument and to subsequently generate a value based on the possible 
underlying input values. One example of where MC is used in finance, is in evaluat-
ing an option on an equity. For each underlying asset, an MC simulation is used to 
create thousands of random price paths, with an associated payoff. The option price 
for each path is calculated by taking the average over the future payoffs and discount-
ing them to the present.

These models are based on pseudo-random numbers which exhibit very slow 
convergence, with a rate of 
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While a standard European option gives the right – but no obligation – to

purchase a given underlying instrument at expiration for a pre-agreed price,
American options allow buyers to exercise their right at any time before expiration.
Similarly, Bermudans offer the possibility to exercise on any one of a specified set of
dates before maturity. For a typical equity underlying, an American-style option
gives the owner the right – but no obligation – to buy the underlying at a pre-agreed
price at any time before expiration. Although there is no analytical solution for the
price of an American equity option, the multiple-exercise feature can in fact be
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, where N is the number of sampled points. To 
improve upon these models, Quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) methods have been devel-
oped which use low-discrepancy sequences (LDS) to produce a rate of convergence 
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. LDS are deterministic uniformly distributed sequences which are specifi-
cally designed to place sample points as uniformly as possible. Practical studies have 
shown that the most effective QMC method for application in financial engineering 
is based on Sobol’ LDS [6,7,8].

Wiener path
The starting point for asset price simulation is the construction of a Wiener path (or 
Brownian motion). Such paths are built from a set of independent Gaussian vari-
ates, using either incremental discretization or Brownian bridge construction. In the 
incremental approximation, the Wiener path is found by taking the cumulative sum 
of the Gaussian variates.

Deanna Morgan
Kx, UK, dmorgan1@kx.com
Sergei Kucherenko
BRODA Ltd., UK 
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When constructing a Brownian bridge, the last step of the Wiener path is calcu-
lated first, followed by the mid-step, and then the space left between steps is bisected 
until all steps have been determined.

An example of building up a Brownian bridge is shown in Figure 1, where we 
have a total of n = 14 timesteps (from 1 to 14). Note that we also have an additional 
timestep 0, which is assumed to have a value of 0.

Both incremental discretization and Brownian bridge construction share the 
same variance and therefore the same resulting convergence when used with MC 
models. However, the performance differs between the two when QMC methods are 
introduced, with faster convergence seen for Brownian bridge construction.

In order to showcase how performant the QMC simulation is when paired with 
Brownian bridge construction, we use Global SA as outlined in Kucherenko and Shah[1]. 
This method allows us to estimate the contribution of individual input parameters in 
the final variance of the output over a number of experiments. In each experiment, we:

1. Randomly generate n random numbers using either pseudo-random (MC) or 
n-dimensional Sobol’ sequences (QMC) [6].

2. Convert them into normal variates [9].
3. Convert them into a Wiener-path random walk using incremental discretiza-

tion or Brownian bridge construction.
4. Convert them into an asset-price path based on parameters:

 • s = asset price at t = 0;
 • v = volatility;
 • r = interest rate;
 • q = dividends;
 • t = expiry.

5. Convert them into an option price based on the option type and strike price k.

The prices produced are then averaged over N paths to find a final predicted price.

Implementation
In the following sections, we compare the methods of option pricing mentioned 
above. The Black–Scholes price for each market is compared to an average price gen-
erated using the following combinations of simulation and discretization methods:

 • Pseudo-random number generation (MC) with incremental discretization;
 • Sobol’ sequences (QMC) with incremental discretization;
 • Sobol’ sequences (QMC) with Brownian bridge construction.

The Black–Scholes formula for each market has a closed-form solution with a deter-
ministic result, while the MC/QMC functions perform a number of random experi-
ments and return an average price, based on the option type and the strike price.

Once both the Black–Scholes and MC/QMC prices have been calculated for 
each market, the root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated between the two. This 
is demonstrated in the final example below, where the process is repeated for an 
increasing number of paths, with resulting errors compared.

The technical dependencies required for the below work are as follows:

 – Option Pricing kdb+/q library [10];
 – Sobol’ C++ library – SobolSeq1024 function provided in the Option Pricing 
kdb+/q library, with a maximum dimension of 1024;

 – embedPy [11];
 – matplotlib [12].

Note: embedPy and matplotlib are only required when using plotting functional-
ity. The option pricing functionality itself only depends on the Option Pricing and 
Sobol’ libraries. For simplicity, utility functions are omitted from the code snippets 
below. These can be found within the Option Pricing library linked above.

Load scripts
As mentioned previously, the implementations of option pricing methods outlined 
below are based on original C++ scripts used in Kucherenko and Shah [1]. All code 
is contained within the option pricing repository: https://github.com/kxcontrib/
optionpricing

Wrappers for the C++ pseudo-random and Sobol’ sequence number generators 
[6] are contained within rand.q, along with the cumulative and inverse cumulative 
normal distribution functions in norm.q.

To run the below examples, q scripts are loaded including the C++ wrappers and 
graphics functions used throughout.

Black–Scholes option pricing
The following functions provide q implementations of the Black–Scholes formula for 
each market, outlined above. They take in parameter dictionary pd as an argument, 
containing the parameters s, v, r, q, k, and t detailed in the previous section. Note 
that the Black–Scholes price of a geometric average Asian call option depends on the 
number of timesteps n, which must also be passed as an argument. 

Figure 1: The construction of a Brownian bridge over 14 steps [7]
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The outputs of these functions are demonstrated below for 512 timesteps:

Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo option pricing

Generate random numbers
The first stage in predicting an option price is to generate a set of random or quasi-
random (LDS) numbers using either MC or QMC methods. In the example below, 
we generate 512 pseudo-random and Sobol’ sequence numbers using the functions 
rdmngen and sobngen, with results plotted for comparison.

Figure 2: 512 Pseudo-random and Sobol’ sequence numbers generated in 2D
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Figure 3: Gaussian distribution

It should be noted that pseudo-random numbers are generated using the 
Mersenne Twister [13] number generator mtrand3, which has one parameter – 
the number of steps, while the Sobol’ sequence generator SobolSeq1024 takes two 
arguments:

 • the index of the point (0 < i < 231 − 1);
 • the dimension of the Sobol’ sequence, i.e. the number of steps (for a free ver-

sion of the generator, this is 0 < d < 1025).

Note that the function sobolrand used above only takes two arguments. This function 
increases the index of the Sobol’ sequence with each run and passes the current index 
and dimension to SobolSeq1024.

It is clear from the plots shown in Figure 2 that the pseudo-random numbers are 
not evenly distributed, with points clustering together in some sections, while leav-
ing large portions of white space in others.

In contrast, the Sobol’ sequence plot exhibits a much more even distribution, 
with only a few points clumping together.

Convert to a Gaussian distribution
The generated sequences are converted from a uniform distribution to a Gaussian 
distribution (see Figure 3). Following this conversion, around 68% of the values lie 
within one standard deviation, while two standard deviations account for around 
95% and three account for 99.7%.

In the example shown in Figure 4, we convert the uniform generated Sobol’ 
sequence to a Gaussian distribution, using the inverse cumulative normal function, 
invcnorm.

The differences between the Gaussian distributions produced for random and 
Sobol’ sequences are best demonstrated for a small number of timesteps, e.g., 64. We 
generate the Gaussian distributions for both using gausscnv across 64 timesteps and 
plot the results for comparison (see Figure 5).

As expected [14], the Sobol’ sequence exhibits a Gaussian bell-shaped curve with 
much better statistical properties than the random-number sequence.

Convert to a Wiener-path random walk
The q code to build both a Brownian bridge and a Wiener-path random walk is 
shown below.

Brownian bridge:

Wiener path:
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Figure 4: 512 Sobol’ sequence numbers generated in 2D before and after the conversion to a Gaussian distribution

Figure 5: 1D Gaussian plots for pseudo-random and Sobol’ sequence numbers across 64 timesteps
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An example of how the Brownian bridge is built is shown below using bbdemo. The 
function outputs a table with n timesteps.

An example is shown below using 8 timesteps, showing the order in which steps are 
added to the path. Note that i0 was added here, which we assume has value equal to 0.

q)bbdemo 8 

i0 i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 

-------------------------- 

X 

X                       X 

X           X           X 

X     X     X           X 

X     X     X     X     X 

X  X  X     X     X     X 

X  X  X  X  X     X     X 

X  X  X  X  X  X  X     X 

X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X 

When recording the order of steps in the path, we take note of the left and right 
weights and indexes, and the corresponding sigma value for each step in the 
sequence. This is shown for 512 timesteps and one unit of time, with the sigma value 
for each index in the Brownian bridge subsequently plotted (see Figure 6).

q)dt:1

q)10#b:last value bbex:bbridge[nsteps;dt]

bidx ridx lidx lwt rwt sigma 

------------------------------- 

511  511  511          22.62742 

255  511  -1   0.5 0.5 11.31371 

127  255  -1   0.5 0.5 8 

383  511  255  0.5 0.5 8 

63   127  -1   0.5 0.5 5.656854 

191  255  127  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

319  383  255  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

447  511  383  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

31   63   -1   0.5 0.5 4 

95   127  63   0.5 0.5 4 

q)dt:1

q)10#b:last value bbex:bbridge[nsteps;dt]

bidx ridx lidx lwt rwt sigma 

------------------------------- 

511  511  511          22.62742 

255  511  -1   0.5 0.5 11.31371 

127  255  -1   0.5 0.5 8 

383  511  255  0.5 0.5 8 

63   127  -1   0.5 0.5 5.656854 

191  255  127  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

319  383  255  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

447  511  383  0.5 0.5 5.656854 

31   63   -1   0.5 0.5 4 

95   127  63   0.5 0.5 4 

Once the Brownian bridge has been initialized, it can be used to transform Gaussian 
variates into a Wiener-path random walk. As shown in Figure 7, a Wiener path 
with 512 timesteps is constructed using a Sobol’ sequence (of length 512) and the 

Figure 6: Brownian bridge construction over 512 timesteps

Figure 7: Wiener-path random walk for 512 timesteps produced using wapth 
function
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Brownian bridge constructed previously. Note that the function wpath takes two 
arguments:

1. Sequence of generated numbers, Sobol’ or random.
2. Dictionary indicating whether to use incremental discretization or Brownian-

bridge construction, and whether to use Sobol’ sequences (1b) or pseudo-
random numbers (0b). If using a Brownian bridge, the initial Brownian bridge 
must be passed in, if not use, null character (::).

Convert to an asset-price path
At this point, the Wiener path is converted into an asset-price path using the meth-
ods outlined in Kucherenko and Shah [1], where the asset-price path is calculated as:
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While a standard European option gives the right – but no obligation – to

purchase a given underlying instrument at expiration for a pre-agreed price,
American options allow buyers to exercise their right at any time before expiration.
Similarly, Bermudans offer the possibility to exercise on any one of a specified set of
dates before maturity. For a typical equity underlying, an American-style option
gives the owner the right – but no obligation – to buy the underlying at a pre-agreed
price at any time before expiration. Although there is no analytical solution for the
price of an American equity option, the multiple-exercise feature can in fact be
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Here, S0 and S(t) are the asset prices at time 0 and t, respectively, r is the interest rate, 
𝜎 is the volatility, and W(t) is a Wiener path up to time t.

This process can be carried out using the function spath, as detailed below.

Here we calculate six different asset-price paths and overplot them for comparison 
(see Figure 8). We start by generating the Sobol’ sequences for 8 paths with 512 
timesteps, incrementing the Sobol’ index each time. Brownian bridge approximation 
is also used.

Convert to an option price
Lastly, to find a single option price, an average is taken across the asset-price path 
for the MC/QMC method. This allows for comparison between the predicted price 
and the Black–Scholes equivalent. The formulae for both the European and Asian 
options are outlined in Kucherenko and Shah [1].

For a European call option, the final MC/QMC price is calculated using: 
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Here, C is the final price of the call option, r is the interest rate, T is the time to matu-
rity, N is the finite number of simulated price paths, and K is the strike price. Note 

that max ( ) ,S i
T

K��
�
�

�
�
�0  represents the payoff for a call option [15].

Figure 8: Asset-price path for 8 paths of 512 timesteps, produced using 
spath function
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This has been translated into the below function:

Similarly, for geometric average Asian call options, the below equation is used:
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While a standard European option gives the right – but no obligation – to

purchase a given underlying instrument at expiration for a pre-agreed price,
American options allow buyers to exercise their right at any time before expiration.
Similarly, Bermudans offer the possibility to exercise on any one of a specified set of
dates before maturity. For a typical equity underlying, an American-style option
gives the owner the right – but no obligation – to buy the underlying at a pre-agreed
price at any time before expiration. Although there is no analytical solution for the
price of an American equity option, the multiple-exercise feature can in fact be
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where we integrate over the unit hypercube Hn. In this case, the payoff for a geomet-
ric average Asian call option is calculated as the maximum between 0 and the geo-
metric average of the underlying asset price, Si, at time t iT n ni � � �/ ,1 i , minus the 
strike price, K[1].

The final price for a geometric average Asian call option can therefore be gener-
ated by using the below function:

We also need a number-generator function for l independent trials (the details are 
given in Kucherenko and Shah[1]), m paths, and n steps, which can be used with the 
Sobol’ or random-number generators.

Here we demonstrate how to run these functions for 512 timesteps, 256 paths, and 5 
trials. Sequences are generated for Sobol’ sequences using the above numgen func-
tion, which will produce a sequence for each path and each trial.

Remember that the Black–Scholes option prices for the same number of timesteps 
were:

Test case
In this section we deploy all the aforementioned techniques and compare the 
results.
Note: The example below can be run from the terminal across multiple threads using 
the following commands:

where we load the functions contained within the Option Pricing library using the 
first two commands and run the example by loading run.q.
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Parameters
As shown previously, a dictionary of parameters is created which contains the initial 
asset price s, volatility v, interest rate r, dividends q, expiry t, and strike price k. 

Additional parameters are also initialized for the number of paths (experiments), 
steps, and trials.

Given that the initial Brownian bridge is the same throughout, it is also initialized 
and passed in as an argument.

Run experiments
The functions below calculate the RMSE between the Black–Scholes and MC/QMC 
prices for each market and each MC/QMC technique. Note that we reset the sobol-
rand index after each set of trials have been completed.

/* pd  = dictionary of parameters 

/* l   = number of trials 

/* n   = number of timesteps 

/* m   = number of paths 

runall:{[bb;pd;l;n;m] 

  / Start timer for European options 

  st:.z.p; 

  / Output column names 

  0N!util.rcol; 

  / Run experiments for European options 

  e:util.run[`euro;bsEuroCall pd;bb;pd;l;n]each m; 

  / Output total time taken for European 

  -1"European: time taken = ",string[.z.p-st],"\n"; 

  / Start timer for Asian options 

  st:.z.p; 

  / Output column names 

  0N!util.rcol; 

  / Run experiments for Asian options 

  a:util.run[`asia;bsAsiaCall[n;pd];bb;pd;l;n]each m; 

  / Output total time taken for Asian 

  -1"Asian: time taken = ",string .z.p-st; 

  / Return table with European and Asian prices and errors 

  e,a } 
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Compare results
At this stage it is possible to plot the results obtained for the option prices, RMSE, and 
log RMSE values.

q)r:runall[bb;pd;l;n;m] 

/ European RMSEs and prices 

q)select from r where mkt=`euro  

mkt  npaths rmse_bb_sobol rmse_std_sobol rmse_std_rdm prx_bb_sobol pr.. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------.. 

euro 8      2.218523      3.328543       4.537168     13.86836     4... 

euro 16     1.345787      2.442911       3.505794     9.206011     12.. 

euro 32     0.6865024     1.623545       3.618555     9.879788     11.. 

euro 64     0.3774031     0.9891046      1.93851      10.90519     11.. 

euro 128    0.2089234     0.5977986      1.532864     10.34505     11.. 

euro 256    0.117329      0.3648233      0.9575077    10.52265     10.. 

euro 512    0.05984563    0.3127605      0.7618771    10.50504     9... 

euro 1024   0.03176637    0.2853521      0.5670563    10.43112     10.. 

/ Asian RMSEs and prices 

q)select from r where mkt=`asia 

mkt  npaths rmse_bb_sobol rmse_std_sobol rmse_std_rdm prx_bb_sobol pr.. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------.. 

asia 8      1.044296      2.126291       2.421675     6.461112     5... 

asia 16     0.6879741     1.37292        1.80831      4.369775     6... 

asia 32     0.3959254     0.90278        1.167337     5.445392     6... 

asia 64     0.2453828     0.4006613      0.8905137    5.641087     5... 

asia 128    0.1543742     0.3089822      0.5973851    5.473975     5... 

asia 256    0.0771557     0.2283313      0.4139539    5.590241     5... 

asia 512    0.03863931    0.1614974      0.3102061    5.576155     5... 

asia 1024   0.01975347    0.166499       0.1831748    5.544304     5... 

q)r:runall[bb;pd;l;n;m] 

/ European RMSEs and prices 

q)select from r where mkt=`euro  

mkt  npaths rmse_bb_sobol rmse_std_sobol rmse_std_rdm prx_bb_sobol pr.. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------.. 

euro 8      2.218523      3.328543       4.537168     13.86836     4... 

euro 16     1.345787      2.442911       3.505794     9.206011     12.. 

euro 32     0.6865024     1.623545       3.618555     9.879788     11.. 

euro 64     0.3774031     0.9891046      1.93851      10.90519     11.. 

euro 128    0.2089234     0.5977986      1.532864     10.34505     11.. 

euro 256    0.117329      0.3648233      0.9575077    10.52265     10.. 

euro 512    0.05984563    0.3127605      0.7618771    10.50504     9... 

euro 1024   0.03176637    0.2853521      0.5670563    10.43112     10.. 

/ Asian RMSEs and prices 

q)select from r where mkt=`asia 

mkt  npaths rmse_bb_sobol rmse_std_sobol rmse_std_rdm prx_bb_sobol pr.. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------.. 

asia 8      1.044296      2.126291       2.421675     6.461112     5... 

asia 16     0.6879741     1.37292        1.80831      4.369775     6... 

asia 32     0.3959254     0.90278        1.167337     5.445392     6... 

asia 64     0.2453828     0.4006613      0.8905137    5.641087     5... 

asia 128    0.1543742     0.3089822      0.5973851    5.473975     5... 

asia 256    0.0771557     0.2283313      0.4139539    5.590241     5... 

asia 512    0.03863931    0.1614974      0.3102061    5.576155     5... 

asia 1024   0.01975347    0.166499       0.1831748    5.544304     5... 

Option prices
The plot in Figure 9 shows the option prices produced for each number of paths, 
compared to the Black–Scholes equivalent (black dashed line). It is clear that the 
Sobol–Brownian bridge method converges the fastest.
q)prxerrplot[r;`prx] 

RMSE
We can also plot the RMSE produced by comparing the prices for each method 
as they converge to the relative Black–Scholes price (see Figure 10). The expected 
result is again exhibited, where the Sobol–Brownian bridge method converges the 
fastest.

q)prxerrplot[r;`rmse]

Log RMSE
Lastly, we can look at the log RMSE plot as another means of comparison between 
the methods (see Figure 11). Similarly, we see that the Sobol–Brownian bridge meth-
od (blue) exhibits superior performance.

q)prxerrplot[r;`logrsme] 

Conclusion
In this paper we demonstrated that it is possible to calculate option prices using 
both Black–Scholes and Monte Carlo/Quasi-Monte Carlo methods in q. The 
Monte Carlo/Quasi-Monte Carlo methods deployed different implementations 
of both Wiener-path approximation and random/quasi-random number gen-
eration.

Looking at the obtained results, it is clear that both the option price produced 
and the resulting RMSE/log RMSE converged fastest when compared with the 
Black–Scholes price for the Quasi-Monte Carlo approach, with Sobol’ sequence 
number generation and Brownian bridge construction.

Additionally, by plotting results we have shown that the q implementation 
replicates the original results produced in C++, as presented in Kucherenko and 
Shah [1].
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Figure 9: Option prices produced for each number of paths, compared to the Black–Scholes equivalent

Figure 10: RMSE produced by comparing the prices for each method as they converge to the relative Black–Scholes price
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Figure 11: The log RMSE plot as another means of comparison between the methods
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